Abstract

Text mining is a modern and computational approach attempts to determine new, formerly unidentified information by pertaining techniques from normal language processing and data mining. Clustering, one of the conventional data mining techniques is an unsubstantiated learning pattern where clustering techniques attempt to recognize intrinsic groupings of the text documents, so that a set of clusters is formed in which clusters reveal high intra-cluster comparison and low inter-cluster similarity. Most current document clustering methods are based on the Vector Space Model (VSM), which is a widely used data representation for text classification and clustering. Moreover, weighting these features accurately also affects the result of the clustering algorithm substantially. The previous work described the conceptual text clustering to web documents, containing various mark up language formats associated with the documents (term extraction mode). In this work, we are going to present a Conceptual rule mining which is generated for the sentence meaning and related sentences in the document. Weights are appropriated for the sentences having higher contribution to the topic of the document. Conditional probability is evaluated for the sentence weights. Probability ratio is identified for the sentence similarity from which unique sentence meaning contributing to the document topic are listed. Experiments are conducted with the web documents extracted from the research repositories to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed efficient conceptual rule
mining on text clusters in web documents and compared with an existing Model for Concept Based Clustering and Classification in terms of Topic related rules, Weights of the influential sentence, Topic Sensitivity.
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